DESIGN GUIDE

Zippers
Essential information for designing your
custom zippers.
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If you wish to take the hassle out of attaching a custom puller on to an
existing zip, we can supply you with fully assembled zippers. The
sections below will explain the options that are available to you.

Contents &
Key Info
A breakdown of the key areas
covered by our design guide plus

Style

Metal . Plastic Moulded . Coil . Invisible

Function

Closed End . Open End . ‘O’ Style . ‘X’ Style . Two-Way

Teeth

Metal - Double . Y . Euro.

Slider

Non-lock . Auto-lock . Semi-auto lock

Size

#3 . #5 . #8 . #10 . Larger

Plastic - Square . Corn . Triangle

Coil - Standard

information regarding minimums and
lead times.
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Minimum Order
Quantity

Sampling
Lead Time

Production
Lead Time

1,000

18-21

18-21

Pieces

Approximate Working Days

Approximate Working Days
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Zipper
Styles
We produce four main style of zipper,
so you can choose what best suits

Metal

Plastic Moulded

Metal zippers have two lines of metal teeth that have been moulded

Moulded zippers are constructed in the same way as metal zippers

and placed on either side of the tape at regular intervals.

but the teeth are made of plastic.

They are produced in brass material.

Coil

Invisible

Typically produced from polyester material, coil zippers are

Invisible zippers are usually a coil zipper that is hidden from

lightweight, heat resistant and rustproof.

sight and often used on dresses and skirts.

your application.
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Closed End

Open End

‘O’ Style

Zipper has a stopper at the bottom so it can’t be

Zipper separates when fully opened so the

Features two pullers that lie head-to-head when

completely separated. Generally found on jean

garment can be removed. Used on jackets,

closed and are pulled apart to open the zip.

and trouser flys, skirts, dresses, footwear and

coats and hoodies.

Features two bottom stops.

Zipper
Functions
There are a number of zipper
functions which will depend on the
type of garment or accessory that
they will be used on.

bags.
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‘X’ Style

Two-Way

Two pullers that are located at opposite ends of

Two-way open end zips have two pullers located

the zipper when closed. The zip opens when the

at opposite ends. The garment will open when

pullers are pulled towards each other.

both pullers are pulled to the bottom.

Zipper
Functions
Cont...
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Metal Teeth Options

Teeth
Options

Double Teeth

Y Teeth

Normal Teeth

Euro Style Teeth

Metal and moulded plastic zips each

Plastic Teeth Options

have several options in terms of eeth.

Coil Teeth

Coil zips have a single standard teeth
type.

Square Teeth
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Corn Teeth

Triangle Teeth

Standard Teeth
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Non-Lock Slider

Auto-Lock Slider

Semi-Automatic Slider

The slider has no locking function and can move

The slider will lock in position and will not move

The slider will lock in position when the puller is

freely regardless of the puller position.

unless a force is applied to the puller.

lowered and is flat against the zipper. When the
puller is lifted, the slider can move.

Slider Style
& Size

Size
The size of a zipper is indicated with a number typical sizes are #3, #5 and #8, though larger
sizes are also possible.

We offer 3 styles of zipper slider to

Size

Teeth
Width

#3

3.5mm

Lighter garments such as shirts and dressses.

#5

5mm

Light jackets and jean flys.

#8

8mm

Heavier garments, leatherwears and bags.

#10 +

10mm+

Large/heavy garments, lugagge and footwear.

Usage

suit your application and useage.

Zipper size is often indicated on the
reverse of the slider
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You now have all the tools to get designing your
zippers, but if you still have any questions, do not
hesitate to get in touch. We look forward to hearing
from you and seeing your designs.
enquiries@ukpaccessories.com

If you are looking for design inspiration, or would like to
see other products within our range, visit our website.
www.ukpaccessories.com

